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Abstract: Protection and recovery of natural resource and biodiversity requires accurate monitoring at
multiple scales. Airborne Laser Scanning (ALS) provides high-resolution imagery that is valuable for
monitoring structural changes to vegetation, providing a reliable reference for ecological analyses and
comparison purposes, especially if used in conjunction with other remote-sensing and field products.
However, the potential of ALS data has not been fully exploited, due to limits in data availability
and validation. To bridge this gap, the global network for airborne laser scanner data (GlobALS) has
been established as a worldwide network of ALS data providers that aims at linking those interested
in research and applications related to natural resources and biodiversity monitoring. The network
does not collect data itself but collects metadata and facilitates networking and collaborative research
amongst the end-users and data providers. This letter describes this facility, with the aim of broadening
participation in GlobALS.
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1. Introduction

The protection and restoration of natural and seminatural ecosystems is critical, particularly
in an era of rapid climate change, because these systems provide valuable ecosystem services and
have intrinsic value [1,2]. Adequate monitoring of ecosystems needs to be carried out at multiple
scales, to provide a robust scientific basis for decision making. Existing monitoring programs, either at
small local scale or at large regional or national scale, that are set up to detect changes in biodiversity
and ecosystem function, as well as support management of natural resources, are rapidly evolving
as new technologies arrive but still lack key functionality. One of the most important limitations
is the difficulty in estimating certain structural variables relevant for biodiversity and ecosystem
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monitoring [3]. Traditionally, ecosystem-and species-level information is available only for a limited
number of field sites. These field surveys provide the fundamental data needed to understand
vegetation responses to global change [4]. However, because field surveys sample such small areas,
we need remote sensing tools (calibrated and validated with field data; [5]) in order to map changes
to vegetation at resolutions useful to managers. Furthermore, certain structural tree variables like
height or aboveground biomass can be only indirectly estimated or are measured with high uncertainty
without destructive sampling [6].

Remote sensing data and methods have been proven to be an effective tools to support natural
resource monitoring, with their ability to upscale the local sample-based information to larger spatial
extents and provide wall-to-wall predictions. In the last decade, the amount of datasets available for
natural resources monitoring at multiple spatial scales has strongly increased, and new sensors and
tools have also emerged as a result of technological innovations [7].

The advent of Airborne Laser Scanning (ALS) systems, approximately two decades ago,
revolutionized vegetation monitoring at landscape and regional levels, and has proven valuable
for mapping biodiversity and monitoring structural changes to ecosystems [8,9]. ALS is composed of a
LiDAR (Light Detection And Ranging) system mounted on an aircraft to measure the distance to a
target, supported by a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) and an Inertial Measurement Unit
(IMU). The target is hit by pulsed laser light, and reflected pulses are then registered in a sensor; the
distance to the target is estimated by recording the pulses traveling time. The LiDAR systems used in
vegetation monitoring usually exploit near-infrared light to scan vegetation stands, single components
(e.g., trees), or even subcomponents (e.g., branches and leaves) [10,11]. In fact, a narrow laser beam
can map physical features with very high spatial resolution, e.g., an aircraft can map the target at
decimetric resolution [12]. A 3-dimensional (3D) dense cloud of laser pulses resulting from a typical
ALS campaign represents a collection of numerous 3D points, each having, at least, geographic position
and height information. The opportunity to estimate the 3D structure of vegetation and underlying
topography has been an important innovation for ecological and biodiversity research [13] and has
proven to be a game changer for environmental monitoring of ecosystems [9,14–16], particularly in the
context of climate change [17].

Apart from ALS, other LiDAR-related technologies for monitoring purposes include Satellite-based
Laser Samplers (SLS), Mobile Laser Scanners (MLS), Terrestrial Laser Scanners (TLS), Backpack Laser
Scanners (BLS), and Handheld Laser Scanners (HLS) [18]. This paper focusses on ALS, which is
foundational for developing the majority of 3D-based ecological applications, thanks to its earlier
introduction in the market and its flexibility in use. Examples of successful ALS applications include a
broad range from estimating timber volume and biomass [19,20], supporting forest inventories [11],
to monitoring biodiversity [16,21–23] and vegetation degradation [24–26], and modeling species
distribution [27]. ALS data processing results, as wall-to-wall maps, also played an important role in
linking forest variables to spatiotemporally continuous satellite data, as the number of high-quality,
ecologically-useful, and open satellite data has dramatically increased in recent years [18]. In addition,
there are examples of national surveying agencies that have started providing ALS and other ALS
topographic products free of charge.

Nevertheless, airborne surveys are still expensive, unavailable in many parts of the globe,
and associated with technical and computational challenges in data processing and analysis [28–30].
In different countries, ALS data are regularly acquired at multiple sites, e.g., for research, monitoring,
or for topographic surveys. Certain countries such as Sweden, Norway, Finland, Switzerland, Spain,
or Poland fully surveyed their territory with ALS. Some of these data are freely available, others
are not accessible, and most of ALS data are used only once and then stored. Furthermore, datasets
are of limited use for monitoring ecology variables without associated field validation data. Thus,
the potential of ALS data is not fully exploited. These expensive data can be considered as a reliable
reference for different applications and can be used to answer various ecological research questions,
especially if used in combination for broader ecological analyses and comparisons. Additionally,
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they can be used for calibration of spaceborne platforms such as the Global Ecosystem Dynamics
Investigation (GEDI) [31].

The main aim of this communication is to present the Global Airborne Laser Scanner Data
Providers Database (GlobALS) to a wider audience, in order to facilitate natural ecosystem and
biodiversity monitoring and research.

2. The GlobALS Concept

GlobALS has emerged from exchanges among a group of international researchers working at the
interface of remote sensing and ecology community who exchanged ideas during conferences and
project meetings and occasionally conducted joint research. Our idea was to reduce all risks associated
with access to data and the cost of maintaining the network, and to create a structure that could continue
to enable scientific applications without funding, hence the idea to create a database of researchers in
the field of LiDAR who have data and are potentially ready to share them. We understand sharing to
mean providing access to the LiDAR data itself, or allowing scripts to process inaccessible data in order
to obtain specific information. Our intention was to have as few hierarchical connections as possible.

GlobALS aims to establish a database of ALS metadata and data providers, including ancillary
and validation information, coupled with networking with scientific, conservation, and administrative
institutions. ALS data are not directly collected from data owners/administrators, who only provide
their contacts and metadata: the GlobALS network, managed by a scientific board, serves to facilitate
contacts between data providers and data users. The scientific board manages data-use requests,
including suggesting or reviewing specific research issues and questions; facilitates contacts and
exchanges among parties; and fosters an extended participation from multiple stakeholders comprising
data users and researchers. On specific research questions or conservation issues, a GlobALS target
group is set up, including specific human resources for data provision, processing, analysis, and results
dissemination. In this framework, data providers choose either to process their own data based on
workflow instruction from the user, making available only by-products to avoid original data diffusion,
or asking for support of a specific target group: different ways of collaboration (with or without direct
data exchange) are proposed and agreed on. Ancillary and additional data (e.g., field validation
plots, TLS, or other sources of remote sensing data) are also welcomed and supported to answer
complex questions.

Multiple benefits are expected from the establishment of this GlobALS facility, the main features
of which include:

1. An independent platform with international data coverage that enables cross-border research
using ALS data: independent means that no international or global institution/company limits or
controls the access to data, which therefore can facilitate a fully open-access initiative.

2. Opportunity to verify research hypotheses beyond local spatial domains and limited sample sets,
by replicating the analysis carried out on single datasets over multiple structurally-similar sites
and data over larger spatial scales.

3. Integration of multiple actors, expertise, and competencies from relevant technical and scientific
fields, while additionally including the operational forestry sector in the network. This is aimed at
guaranteeing the required know-how for field surveys and field data networks. This integration
favors the exchange of information and knowledge, also allowing harmonization of procedures
and the development of standards.

4. Sharing plans for upcoming ALS campaigns and data acquisitions, which favor synergy among
teams and projects.

5. Datasets useful for evaluation of products from global satellite missions.
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3. Implementation of GlobALS

GlobALS is being developed by a group of international researchers working at the interface
between remote sensing and the ecological sciences to establish a worldwide network of ALS data willing
to work together to support natural resource and biodiversity monitoring. Currently, it is an informal
initiative guided by a scientific board. If the network grows, more constant and formal structures will
be needed and established. Our intention is to keep the system as simple and transparent as possible.
The initiative has been advertised at conferences in Italy, USA, and Poland. Subsequently, a concept
note was developed and a Facebook page was created (https://www.facebook.com/GlobALSData/) to
facilitate public reach-out via social media. The Facebook page seemed to be the best source to inform
about this initiative to gather people ready to join it and inform about the results. Firstly, it is free;
secondly, many people, especially those in the early stages of scientific development, use Facebook
for promoting their scientific initiatives. Running this site does not require any additional accounts,
passwords, pins, etc., which we have in excess today. From the page it is possible to access a map to
visualize the currently available datasets (Figure 1) and to join the community. So far, the network’s
achievements remain modest: meta-data from 27 sites have been collated, and data from these sites are
now potentially available for research and monitoring purposes.

Figure 1. Distribution of the 27 datasets available in the GlobALS network (red pins).

GlobALS currently covers test sites (Figure 1) in Europe (England, Finland, Ireland, Italy, Norway,
Poland, and Spain), Asia (Indonesia, Malaysia), and Africa (Ghana, Sierra Leone, Republic of Congo).
The GlobALS database contains the information shown in Table 1. The ALS datasets cover areas with
extent from 1 to 620 km2 and have a point density ranging from 1 to 48 points per square meter. They
were acquired with various instruments. The data in Ireland are from a laser scanning system placed
on an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), with a substantially higher laser point density ranging between
250 and 300 points per square meter. The following forest types are covered by the datasets tropical
wet, tropical moist, lowland tropical rain, peat swamp, Mediterranean, temporal, boreal, as well as
urban forest types. The study areas worldwide are mainly covered with forest, while other land use
types also occasionally occur.

In addition, in-situ data on vegetation attributes are available in most sites, which have been usually
collected approximately at the same time as the ALS data. This field data represent approximately
3000 plots in total, collected over tropical, Mediterranean, and boreal forests. Traditional structural
variables were collected (e.g., diameter at breast height end height), together with species composition
and diversity information. Around half of the sites have additional hyperspectral and/or multispectral
data, whereas Terrestrial Laser Scanner data are available in five sites.

https://www.facebook.com/GlobALSData/
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Preliminary research goals identified by the network of researchers are, among others,
to (1) estimate forest structural diversity with ALS through multiple forest conditions [23], (2) compare
SAR and ALS-derived estimates in different ecosystems [32], (3) evaluate the quality of ALS data
for biodiversity or ecological estimates [33], and (4) evaluate global DTMs based on ALS data [34].
Additional ideas are under evaluation, and the proposal of new research ideas is highly encouraged
from the international research community.

Table 1. Groups of metadata collected in the GlobALS database.

General Information

Responsible person/s
E-mail address to contact person

Geographic region/location
Area centroid latitude (◦)

Area centroid longitude (◦)
Dominant land cover type in % (i.e., forest (80%), water (20%))

Forest type

ALS data information

Lidar collection year/mouth
Lidar data density [LE pts/m2]

km2 of lidar coverage
Lidar type and model (# returns, discrete/waveform)

Field data information
Field data collection year

Number of field plots
Size of field plots

Other possible data available

ALS-based continuous AGB map available? (YES/NO)
Best AGB allometric equation per species (YES/NO)

Biomass Expansion Factor (BEF) per species (YES/NO)
Best Wood Density (WD) per species (YES/NO)

Biomass Conversion and Expansion Factors (BCEF) per species (YES/NO)
TLS data available? (YES/NO)

Hyperspectral data available? (YES/NO)
Multispectral data available? (YES/NO)

Other available data

In conclusion, this letter aims to raise awareness about GlobALS and hopefully expand the number
of countries, test sites, and forest types in the meta database. Our aim is that GlobALS will help
accelerate the adoption of ALS technologies, bringing together ecologists, data providers, practitioners,
managers, and planners, to conceptualize international research on ALS-assisted forest inventory and
analysis. The most valuable datasets are likely to be those in which LIDAR surveys are accompanied by
field data acquisitions, but given the diversity of research activities using ALS datasets, we encourage
all researchers with ALS datasets to spend a few moments registering their datasets, providing a
starting point for the research community to develop projects together.
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